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1. INTRODUCTION

Incompressible fluid flows comprising evolving, two-dimensional, vorticity fields are
commonly represented by collections of discrete point vortices. The vorticity in the flow
is generated at the solid boundaries of the motion in the so-called “physical plane.” If the
geometry of these boundaries is not simple, it is usual to calculate the flow field, including
the trajectories of individual vortices, not in the physical plane but in a simpler “mapping
plane.” According to the rules of conformal mapping, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the two planes. However, in the classical, inviscid approach Routh’s correction (see,
for example, [2]) is required in the calculation of the trajectory of a vortex to ensure that
the velocities are consistent between the mapping and physical planes at the location of the
vortex. This correction arises because of the nature of the self-potential at the vortex location.

The “cloud-in-cell” (CIC) discrete vortex method [1] allows the velocity field resulting
from a large number of point vortices to be calculated more efficiently than is possible in the
inviscid (gridless) approach, by the introduction of a grid. Moreover the CIC method has
also been used in conjunction with conformal mapping (see, for example, [7]). However, it
is not clear a priori whether Routh’s correction is required in this case, since the CIC method
does not suffer from the self-potential problem. The purpose of this note is to investigate
whether Routh’s correction is required in the CIC method by considering a simple example.

Initially a general explanation is given of both the origin of Routh’s correction in the
inviscid method and how advection of a single vortex is performed in the mapping plane in
both methods. This is followed by a brief explanation of the CIC method and by a particular
example of a row of vortices moving over a rippled boundary, with one vortex being present
per ripple wavelength.

2. ROUTH’S CORRECTION IN THE INVISCID METHOD

Consider a mapping function z = f (� ) that satisfies the Cauchy–Riemann conditions
(∂x/∂� = ∂y/∂� and ∂x/∂� = −∂y/∂� ) where z = x + j y, � = � + j� , j = (−1)1/2,
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and x and � are the horizontal and y and � the vertical coordinates in the physical and
mapping planes, respectively. Then the horizontal and vertical velocities in the physical
plane, uz and �z , are related to those in the mapping plane, u� and �� , by

uz − j�z = � ′(u� − j�� ), (1)

where � ′ = d�/dz, uz − j�z = d�/dz, u� − j�� = d�/d� , and � is the complex poten-
tial. Equation (1) holds only if the flow is irrotational, which is not the case at the centre
of a point vortex. It is Routh’s correction that restores consistency between the velocities
at the vortex positions in the two planes when Eq. (1) breaks down. Routh’s correction is
explained below.

At a particular instant, let there be a vortex of circulation �0 located at z = z0, and
correspondingly at � = �0, in the physical and mapping planes, respectively. The complex
potential in the two planes, on the basis of which vortex advection occurs, is the same such
that

� = �z − j�0(2�) −1log(z − z0) = �� − j�0(2�) −1log(� − �0), (2)

where �0 > 0 for anticlockwise circulation and �z and �� are the complex potentials in
the z and � planes excluding the vortices at z = z0 and �= �0, respectively. Clements [2]
used a Taylor expansion to show that the vortex velocity in the physical plane, d�z/dz =
uz0 − j�z0 from Eq. (2), could be expressed as

uz0 − j�z0 = � ′
0

[
d��

d�
− j

�0� ′′
0

4�� ′2
0

]
. (3)

This is an exact result relating the physical plane velocity to mapping plane quantities,
in which the second term in the square brackets is Routh’s correction. Thus the square-
bracketed term is the conjugate of u�0 + j��0, the mapping plane velocity at �0, by com-
parison with Eq. (1).

3. ADVECTION IN THE MAPPING PLANE

In calculations of vortex migration, when a vortex position in one plane is advanced
during a defined time interval using the velocity at its location, the corresponding vortex
in the other plane must move accordingly. In practice, the vortex velocity in the mapping
plane, u�0 + j��0, is not the velocity, given by d�0/dt where t is time, used to advect the
vortex in the mapping plane because advection performed in the mapping plane must be
consistent with “true” advection occuring in the physical plane. Since uz0 + j�z0 = dz0/dt ,
and also from the chain rule d�0/dt = � ′

0dz0/dt , where uz0 − j�z0 = � ′
0(u�0 − j��0) from

Section 2, then d�0/dt = |� ′
0|2(u�0 + j��0). Thus, in finite difference form, the change in

position of the vortex, 	�0, over a time interval, 	t , is given by

	�0 = |� ′
0|2u�0	t, (4)

where u�0 = u�0 + j��0. Equation (4) allows the vortex to be advected in the mapping
plane in a strictly consistent manner with advection of the equivalent vortex in the physical
plane. For example, Eq. (4) was used by Longuet-Higgins [3], with u�0 calculated using
the inviscid method, and by Smith and Stansby [7], with u�0 calculated using the CIC
method.
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4. THE CIC METHOD

The CIC method [1] provides an alternative way of calculating u�0 for a point vortex. Here
the introduction of a grid allows the strength of each vortex to be temporarily credited to its
neighbouring grid nodes. The distribution of all point vortices in the flow is then represented
by a distribution of vorticity values over the entire grid. This allows the velocity at the grid
nodes to be calculated via a streamfunction solution of Poisson’s equation [1]. The velocity
at the vortex locations, which is interpolated back from the grid node velocities, is then used
to advect the vortices. At each time step, this process is repeated. In most applications (see,
for example, [4, 7]), this “advective step” is alternated with a diffusive one, by imposing
a random walk jump on the position of each vortex. However, in the present example, the
“diffusive step” is not included so that a direct comparison can be made with the inviscid
method. In anticipation of the example that follows, the explanation of the method given
below considers only one vortex, but it should be understood that the same reasoning applies
to many vortices.

In the mapping plane the grid is regular and Cartesian with cells of length 	� , and height
	� , and the grid node positions are given by �i,k = �i + j�k . The point vortex credits
vorticity to the four grid nodes of the cell that contains it, say the i ,kth, i+1,kth, i ,k+1th,
and i+1,k+1th nodes. In particular, the vorticity at the i ,kth node, �i,k , is given by

�i,k = �0 Ai,k(	�	� Ji,k)−1, (5)

where Ai,k is the area weighting factor and Ji,k = |� ′
i,k |−2. Equivalent expressions may be

written for the i+1,kth, i ,k+1th, and i+1,k+1th nodes. The respective area weighting
factors are given by

Ai,k = (	� − �� )(	� − �� )/	�	� , Ai+1,k = �� (	� − �� )/	�	� ,
(6)

Ai,k+1 = (	� − �� )��/	�	� , Ai+1,k+1 = ����/	�	� ,

where �� + j�� is the vortex position within the cell. The vorticity distributed to the nodes
now becomes the source term in Poisson’s equation, which, in finite-difference form, is

	 i+1,k − 2	 i,k + 	 i−1,k

	�2
+ 	 i,k+1 − 2	 i,k + 	 i,k−1

	� 2
= −Ji,k�i,k, (7)

where 	 i,k is the streamfunction at the i ,kth grid node. Solving Eq. (7) allows the velocities
in the mapping plane at the grid nodes to be expressed as

u� i,k = 	 i,k+1 − 	 i,k−1

2	�
+ j

	 i−1,k − 	 i+1,k

2	�
. (8)

The vortex velocity is next interpolated from the neighbouring grid node velocities, back
to the vortex position, using the same area weighting factors:

u�0 = Ai,ku� i,k + Ai+1,ku� i+1,k + Ai,k+1u� i,k+1 + Ai+1,k+1u� i+1,k+1. (9)

This value of u�0 is then used in Eq. (4) to advect the vortices.
Christiansen [1] referred to Eqs. (4)–(9) as “a consistent set of interpolations in the sense

that a single point vortex will not move in its own velocity field.” However, this is not the
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case for the inviscid approach unless the self-potential is removed, resulting in Routh’s
correction in the mapping plane, as described in Section 2.

5. A VORTEX MOVING OVER A RIPPLE

Thus far the two methods have been described in a general way. In this section, the
specific case is considered of a single vortex moving over each ripple, in a two-dimensional
domain with periodic lateral boundary conditions imposed above the ripple troughs.

A mapping function that satisfies the Cauchy–Riemann conditions and can be used to
represent the region above a rippled bed with wavelength 2� [8] is given by

z = � + j
N
∑

n=0


ne jn� , (10)

where 
n = an+ jbn , and the ripple surface is represented by � = 0. Malarkey [4] showed
that a specific symmetric sharp-crested ripple profile given by

y = h(1 − |x |/�)2, |x | ≤ �, (11)

where h is the ripple height, can be adequately represented, without singularities in the
mapping function derivatives, using Eq. (10) truncated at N
 = 9, with bn = 0. The mapping
and physical planes for the sharp-crested ripple profile are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. The
ripple has a steep crest and a long flat trough, characteristic of sand ripples. This ripple
shape is used in the following example.

In the inviscid method, the complex potential for horizontally periodic flow, comprising
one vortex (at � = �0) per ripple wavelength, is given by an infinite row of vortices spaced
2� apart, � = − j�0(2�) −1log[sin 1/2(� − �0)] [5]. The resulting velocity in the mapping
plane can be written

u� − j�� = − j�0(4�) −1[cot 1/2(� − �0) − cot 1/2(� − � ∗
0 )], (12)

FIG. 1. Lines of constant � and � in (a) the mapping plane and (b) the physical plane for a sharp-crested
ripple.
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where the second term in the square brackets is due to the image row located at � ∗
0

(∗ represents a complex conjugate), which is required to ensure no flow though the bed.
The image row will cause the vortex to be advected parallel to the bed and, from Eq. (3),
u�0 is given by

u�0 = �0

4�

[
coth 1/2�0 − j

� ′′
0

� ′2
0

]∗
. (13)

In the CIC method, the size of the grid is 2� × � with 32 × 64 intervals, �i = i	� − �,
and �k = k	� (0 ≤ i ≤ 32, 0 ≤ k ≤ 64, 	� = �/16, and 	� = �/64). Equation (7) has
been solved subject to the following boundary conditions: horizontally periodic flow,
	0,k = 	32,k ⇒ 	−1,k = 	31,k and 	33,k = 	2,k ; no flow through the bed, 	 i,0 = 0; and a
specified free-stream velocity, together with zero velocity shear at the top of the grid,
	 i,64 = 	 i,63 + 2	� u� i,64, where u� i,64 = u� (�i + j�) from Eq. (12), and 	 i,64 =
1/2(	 i,63 + 	 i,65). The resulting matrix is solved using the conjugate gradient method [6].
Also it is necessary to assume that 	 i,−1 = −	 i, j for the grid node velocity, Eq. (8), to
represent a local minimum in u� in Eq. (12) along the bed (� = 0) (this condition together
with 	 i,0 = 0 has the equivalent effect of the image row of vortices in the inviscid method).
With a suitably small time interval, such that the vortex takes several advective steps to cross
the horizontal distance equivalent to a single grid cell in the mapping plane, each method
for calculating u�0 can be used in Eq. (4) and the results can be compared directly.

6. RESULTS

In Figs. 2a–2f the position of the vortex in the physical plane and the velocity of the
vortex at its position in the mapping plane are compared between the two methods as a
single vortex moves over the ripple profile, from left to right starting above the trough at
�0 = −� + 3.5 j	� (h = 0.32� and �0 = 1). The CIC method results are represented by
the solid lines and the inviscid method, which includes Routh’s correction, by the dotted
lines. The results from the inviscid method in each pair of plots (a and b, c and d, and e and
f) are the same. It can be seen that agreement between the two approaches is very good as
long as Routh’s correction is included in the CIC method (Figs. 2b, 2d, and 2f). Without
Routh’s correction (Figs. 2a, 2c, and 2e), the vortex trajectory is too close to the ripple crest
(Fig. 2a) because no vertical velocity is predicted in the mapping plane (Fig. 2e). This, in
turn, results in much larger variations in the horizontal mapping plane velocity (Fig. 2c)
compared with the variations that occur when Routh’s correction is included.

Figures 2c and 2d show a small periodic “wobble” in u� from the CIC method, with a
characteristic wavelength of 	� , superimposed on the general variation in velocity asso-
ciated with the vortex position above the ripple. This relates to the location of the vortex
within the grid cell. The wobble is maximum when the vortex is located halfway between
two vertical nodes, and minimum when it is at the centre of the grid cell. The effect is due
to the differing spread of circulation between the four nearest nodes as a result of the inter-
polation scheme (see Section 4). Despite this wobble, the vortex advances over the ripple
at approximately the same rate in the two methods when Routh’s correction is included.

The requirement for Routh’s correction in the CIC method may be explained as follows.
Mathematically, Routh’s correction comes from the need to subtract the self-potential of the
vortex being advected from the complete potential in the two planes, in order to avoid the
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FIG. 2. Vortex trajectories in the physical plane (a, b) and horizontal (c, d) and vertical (e, f) velocities at
the vortex location in the mapping plane for the CIC method (solid line) without and with Routh’s correction,
respectively, for a sharp-crested ripple. The results from the inviscid method (dotted lines), which includes Routh’s
correction.

problem of the velocity being infinite at the vortex centre (see Eq. (2)). Since this problem
does not appear to arise in the CIC method, due to the distribution of vorticity to the grid
nodes, it might be expected a priori that Routh’s correction is not needed. However, at a
more fundamental level, Routh’s correction comes about because of rotational point vortices
moving in an otherwise irrotational field, and the correspondence between the velocities in
the mapping and physical plane relies on the assumption of irrotational flow. This is still
the case for the CIC method when velocities are calculated in the mapping and physical
planes. Since the CIC method is an approximation of the inviscid method, with the self-
potential removed, it is in fact reasonable to conclude that the vortex velocities between the
two planes are related in the same way as the vortex velocities based on potentials in the
inviscid method.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The results have demonstrated that for the calculations of vortex trajectories made in
the mapping plane, Routh’s correction is required in the CIC method. Routh’s correction
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depends on the vortex circulation and on the first and second derivatives of the mapping
function at the location of the vortex. It is difficult to quantify the importance of Routh’s
correction in results based on the CIC method where many vortices are involved, since this
method is usually combined with a random walk component. On the one hand, unlike the
specific case presented here, Routh’s correction might be expected to have quite a small
effect since the circulation of the vortex is usually small compared with the total circulation
of the flow when there are may other vortices. On the other hand, there are regions of the
mapping plane domain where the derivatives of the mapping function can be quite large,
for instance near sharp corners. In these regions it is likely that Routh’s correction is more
important. The additional computational cost of including the correction term will usually
be quite small.
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